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Olivia Satuffer-mad lib

Pronoun family and I all took a trip to Africa. We had to eat things like Adjective rats and snakes

, we even ate a Noun once to keep us full. One night my mother and I went for a swim. We got in the

water and all the sudden a heard of elephants ran Preposition . My mom and I Verb - Past Tense for

our life hoping we wouldn't get trampled. We got away safe thank gosh but it wasn't over yet. When we got back

to our Noun my brothers and dad were hung off of a tree branch. My mom and I Adverb pulled

them all off and they told us what happened. They said that they were attacked by people who wanted our money

. Their leader was Mrs. M. That night we were all sitting Preposition a fire and making Noun - 

Plural . I heard a yelp coming from one of my brothers , interjection ! Is what he was yelling. I looked

Adverb and saw he got bite by snake. My mother started Verb - Present Tense and panicking. My

dad wrapped it with an Adjective tee shirt. Pronoun all went to bed that night and the next

morning we had fried pickles for breakfast. We all decided it was time to come home. We went to the airport and

found out it was broke Conjunction it won't be repaired for another month. We went back to the house and

decided to lay down we were all mad Conjunction scared that someone might get hurt again. We

Verb - Past Tense in Adjective beds basically the whole month, a few times snakes

Conjunction insects would come in and my dad would have to kill them. We kept hearing knocks at the

door but everyone was too afraid to answer it. At the end of the month we went back to the airport to try and go

home. The Noun was finally fixed and it was time for us to go home. We Adverb all started

running for the airport when I fell and broke my foot, interjection ! My dad came back to help me but

everyone else kept running for the airport. By the time my dad and I finally made it to the plane it had already

left. I guess we will be here for another whole month.
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